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Please share it with your TAs!

timely, actionable, week-specific tips that instructors and teaching assistants can

And lastly, our splendid graduate students:

First, our wonderful co-op students, Lara

We'd like to thanks and goodbye to several individuals who have worked at CTE for

Racism.

types of curriculum conversations we can facilitate. In the Spring term, we have

monthly meetings, we are identifying
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Seed Grant idea you may have.

skills. Please get in touch with Kyle Scholz or Kristen Archbell to discuss any LITE
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The 2021 LITE Full Grant round has been suspended, and in its place an
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these problems as opportunities for evidence-based research.

problems in how we teach and/or how our students learn, and begin conceptualizing

Learning in developing Early Engagements

CTE has collaborated with the Student

Early Engagement Quick Tips

In this spring it has been so helpful. It feels like there is a teaching coach with

appreciating.” — School of Architecture instructor

create an interactive and supportive learning environment,
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